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TOTAL CUSTOMISATION

Flukso gives shape to your ideas.

Easy and quick to produce, even for small 
quantities: digital printing opens up new 
horizons.

EASY 

TO MAKE

FLAME-RETARDANT FABRICS 

SUITABLE FOR PRINTING

MINIMUM QUANTITY 

10 FEET (3 M)

HIGH-PERFORMANCE 

MACHINERY

QUICK

STYLE 

DEPARTMENT

Always sensitive to the theme textile customisation, both on a large and small scale, 

Flukso can now leverage digital printing technology to offer architects and designers 

the possibility of greater customisation, even for minimum quantities, starting from 

about 10 feet (3 m).
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WHY CHOOSE IT

YOU CAN PRINT

CHOOSE YOUR UNIQUE STYLE

YOU CAN USE IT TO 

It is easy 

Continuous 
patterns

Placed designs that 
follow the shapes 
of your furniture

You can give us your digital drawing 
for reproduction

You can ask for our advice to find 
an image suitable for your needs

Ask the Flukso Style Department to create 
an exclusive and original design for you

Customise individual pieces

Create your own custom 
textile collections

Make swatches to check the 
color before mass production

It is quick

No order 
requirements

DIGITAL PRINTING ON FABRICS

Fabric

Velvet

White bases 
(100% printing)

Chenille

Colored bases 
(overlapping effect)
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Advanced machinery

Internal Style Department

Made in Italy quality

Certifications

Services

Sampling

Why Flukso
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Digital printing can be used both on white-based fabrics, thus 

yielding total printability, and on colored bases, where it is possible 

to print in a way that produces an overlapping color effect. Total 

freedom to choose your design, with the possibility of obtaining 

continuous patterns, but also of designs that follow the shapes of 

your furniture; in this case, the cutting shapes will be inserted directly 

on the fabric during printing.

FREEDOM OF THE PRINT

Choose the fabric you prefer.

TOTAL PRINT ON WHITE BASE VELVET AND CHENILLEOVERLAY PRINTING ON COLORED BASES KNITTED FABRICS

PLAIN AND JACQUARD FABRICS
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With digital printing, it is possible to personalise fabrics both in terms of color 

and design. Thanks to its flexibility, it can be mass produced, also allowing 

to create your own totally customised collections, or, it can be leveraged 

to customise individual pieces, which is an important option to decorate 

commercial settings. Finally, it is useful for sampling  to allow you to check the 

look of a fabric before serial production.

Credit: Kartell - Madame Credit: Riflessi - Sofia

A VERSATILE SOLUTION

Serial production, customisation of single 
pieces and sampling: the versatility 
of digital printing.

Flukso has created its own Style Department to support customers in all 

customisation steps, supporting them in making technical and color choices. 

Customers can choose whether to have an original drawing reproduced, whether 

to create their own design with the support of the Flukso Style Department, or 

whether to rely on the Style Department to choose or create an exclusive ad hoc 

pattern.

A UNIQUE STYLE

Develop new designs or assist the customer 
in choosing colors: the Flukso Style 
Department.
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Customer service, which is paramount to Flukso, also 

support digital printing requests in all their phases: from 

fabric selection to printing. In addition to the support 

provided by the Style Office, we emphasize our swatch 

production services to select the color or to verify the 

yield.

SERVICE BEYOND PRINTING
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